The Challenge
Develop a 3D comparison program that can… Find comparisons regardless of the order of the residues in the chain Detect sub structural motifs without predefinition of those motifs Give extremely fast yet accurate results
3D Structural Comparison Method
• Based off the method developed by Nussinov and Wolfson (1991) simplified to O(n 2 ) using C α atoms only • Proteins are divided into 12.5Å radius spheres each centered on one C α atom • Matches are searched between the translational and rotational invariants of every sphere between the proteins • The transformation that best superimposes the spheres is calculated -seed match • Seed matches with similar transformations are clustered • Clustered seed matches are extended for additional matches not contained in the original seed match (max distance 2.5 Å)
Findings
Scan of the data base using dozens of protein probes from different major families… 1. Highest Scores -proteins form the same family as the probe (conserved sequence order) Divergent Evolution 2. Intermediate Scores -proteins with features similar to substructure of the probe (sequence not conserved) Convergent Evolution 3. Lowest Scores -matches between unrelated proteins with dissimilar structures
Serine Protease Scan
Scan the subset of 170 random proteins from PDB against α-chymotrypsin Highest matches were 12 trypsin-like proteases with conserved sequence order Three bacterial trypsin-like proteases with the same fold but lower sequence similarity Indicates that trypsin-like proteases evolved from a common ancestor 
Probe expansion
• Complete scan of the PDB using actindin as a probe • Only those chains that were most identical were excluded leaving 1,191 entries • As expected largest matches were sulfhydryl proteases followed by serine proteases 
